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Fig. 1 An example ofDWT (The third stage of DWT)
$arrow$’ )j Daubechies
95
( ) (Multi Resolution Analysis: MRA)
, DWT
$F=[C_{n}[C_{m}[C_{l}f_{\mathfrak{r}\iota^{-}}.J’]^{t}]^{t}$ (6)
DWT $n$ 1 $n/2$
















Original lmage $*$ Multi-Resolution Analysis
Decomposition $\sim HHn$ , HLn, LHn, LLn





Original lmage Hiding Data
Fig.3 Process flow of data hiding based on Multi Resolution Analysis (MRA)
Fig 4 ( ) MRA Fig 5,6
(1 2 )
( ) Fig 7(a) DWTI
LHl
Fig.4 Original image (Lena” in the SIDBA image database)
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$1l\backslash T|_{1}arrow\cdot|_{\overline{1}rc}t\backslash t_{\iota}\iota:\llcorner^{\backslash }()|htR\cdot\backslash -\cdot$
Fig.6 The second stage ofMRA
(a) Hidiing image with hiddcn location (b) Reconstructed iinage
Fig.7 $Ll$ fl of MRA is replaced to the hiding image content of CRAMPS”.
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Fig 8
Fig.8 Hiding contents can be embedded in anywhere in the Laplasian pyramid
(RMSD:Root Sum Square difference)




Table 1 Root Mean Square Difference: RMSD between the origmal and publicly available image
contents when the hidden image content is hided in the different level of high frequency
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(a) Original image of content
(b) Hidden image of content
Fig.9 An example of original and hidden image contents.


































(b) Hidden image content is hided in the level two (HH2)
(C) Hidden image content is hided in the leve13 (HH3)
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(d) Hidden iimage content is hidden in the level four (HII4).
Fig. 10 Publicly available image contents which contains hidden image content in HH I,HH2, HH3
and HH4.















Fig.ll SIDBA i $\mathfrak{s}fjj$ Mandrill
Fig. 12 RGB3
Fig.l3
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Fig. 12 Hiding data






( ) Fig. 14
1
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$R$
Fig. 14 An example of PCA analysis (Principal Component Analysis) and slant coordinate system
conversion as a preprocessing for the data hiding based on the MRA analysis.
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Fig. 16 Examples of scatter diagrams after oblique coordinate transformation.
Fig.l7
Fig. 17 Root mean square error between the original and reconstmcted image with the image after the
oblique slant coordinate system conversion.
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Fig. 18
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Fig. 19 RMSE between oblique coordinate conversion and decompressed image and the original
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$OCC$ parameter $\cdot\cdot\cdot-$ , MRA Decomposition
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Fig.21 Process flow of the proposed data hiding with preprocessing of Principal Component







Fig 22 Fig 22(a)
(Lena) HH $1$ HLl LHl
Fig 22(b),(c),(d)
(a)Hidden image
(b) Publicly available reconstructed image through embedding the hiding image at HHl component.
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(c) Publicly available reconstructed image through embedding the hiding image at HLl component.
(d) Publicly available reconstructed image through embedding the hiding image at LHl component.
Fig.22 Hidden image and publicly available reconstructed images through embedding the hiding
image at HHl, HLl and LHl components.
Fig 22
Fig 23
Fig.23 Scanning scheme conversion from the line-by-line to random.
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Fig. $24(a),(b),(c)$ -$\hat$
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Fig.23 Hidden image and publicly available reconstructed images through embedding the hiding
image at HHl, HLl and LHl components after the scanning scheme conversion for hidden image




Table 2 Comparisons of Root Mean Square Difference (RMSD) between the original and the
publicly available reconstmcted images through data hiding based on MRA with embedding the
hiding image to HLl, HHl and LHl and with scanning scheme conversion from line-by-line to
random.
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